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0. INTRODUCTION 
A. This paper is concerned with the existence of travelling wave 
solutions of an initial-boundary value problem in two space variables, 
namely 
u(x, 0, t) = u(x, L, t) = 0 (0.1) 
4-c y, 0) = uo(x, Y), 
where XER’, O<y<L, andflu)=u(u--l)(cc-u) with O<a<$ We shall 
locate solutions of the form 
4% Y, t) = 4t, Y) (5 = x - et), (0.2) 
where the wave velocity 8 is to be determined. The solutions will also be 
required to satisfy the limiting conditions 
where the limiting states are required to be solutions of 
0 = uyy +f(u) 
u(0) = u(L) = 0. 
(0.4) 
With regard to the multiplicity of solutions of (0.4) it is well known that if 
O<u<f and L> Lo for some Lo>0 then (0.4) admits exactly three 
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(linearly) nondegenerate solutions: 0 = u0 < u,(y) < ul(y); (see Smoller and 
Wasserman [ 181). For more general nonlinearities, e.g., where f(u) is a 
qualitative cubic, the existence theorem proved here remains valid provided 
that the above result concerning the multiplicity of solutions of (0.4) is 
postulated as f is deformed to an exact cubic. This will be the case for any 
suchfprovided that L is sufficiently large. 
The main result is the following. 
THEOREM 0.1. Suppose that 0 < CI < t and L > L,. Then there exists a 
solution u of (0.1) which satisfies (0.2) and (0.3). For 0 <y < L and 5 E R’, 
w$t> Y) > 0. 
If the first root off at u = 0 is perturbed to u = +E, the solution of (0.4) 
perturbs to a nonconstant function u,,(y). The proof of Theorem 0.1 
remains valid with only minor modifications. 
It is frequently useful to have estimates for 8. The following estimates are 
obtained in Section 4. 
THEOREM 0.2. (a) Suppose that L = L, + E. Then for sufficiently small 
&>O,e>O. (b) Zf L&L, then 8<0. 
B. The “bistable” diffusion equation (with cubic nonlinearity) is well 
established as an interesting and yet analytically tractable problem in non- 
linear diffusion. As such it has been a useful guide for predicting behavior 
of more complicated systems, both on a heuristic level and, more precisely, 
in the construction and asymptotic expansions. This has proved to be a 
particularly fruitful point of view in regard to travelling wave problems for 
systems in one space variable where the scalar travelling wave problem is 
well understood (see [8-l 11). The formation of propagating fronts in mul- 
tidimensional media has also been investigated by several authors [3, 133. 
However, the problem is more difficult and the results are less complete 
than in space variable since the equations no longer necessarily admit the 
symmetry of a translation invariant wave (see, e.g., Jones [ 131). It is 
therefore of interest to isolate a class of multidimensional problems which 
admit travelling wave solutions; the bistable diffusion equation is a natural 
place to begin. We remark that the existence of both small and large 
amplitude stationary waves in an infinite strip has been investigated by a 
number of authors, (see, e.g., [2, 151). 
In a forthcoming paper we shall investigate the existence of stationary 
solutions of (0.1) in infinite channels with slowly varying cross-section. 
Such solutions have applications to both population genetics and to steady 
rotational flows of an ideal incompressible fluid, wherein the solution u is 
interpreted as a stream function and du = -f(u) is the vorticity. In order 
for the equations to admit “heteroclinic” solutions the channel must have a 
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certain admissible shape; the travelling waves obtained here on the infinite 
strip play a crucial role in determining appropriate conditions on the shape 
of the channel. 
C. Method of Proof: Most existence proofs of travelling waves of large 
amplitude in one space variable have employed a topological method of 
some sort. In this regard the Conley index of isolated invariant sets and a 
related invariant called the connection index have proved to be of par- 
ticular importance (see [4-7,9-l 1 I). (The index is a homotopy invariant 
associated with certain invariant sets S of a flow on a locally compact 
metric space, wherein S is the maximal invariant set in some compact 
neighborhood Jf of itself. S is called an isolated invariant set and M is 
called an isolating neighborhood.) The index theory and its application to 
some specific travelling wave problems has been described elsewhere (see 
[46]). A brief outline is provided in the appendix; readers who are 
unfamiliar with these methods can obtain a more complete discussion in 
the references cited above. The main concern here is the location of a 
suitable isolating neighborhood JV and the computation of the index. 
The application of these methods to the multidimensional travelling 
wave problems presents some novel features compared with similar 
investigations in one space variable. In particular, the travelling wave 
solution satisfies an elliptic system of p.d.e.‘s of the form 
UC = w 
“5 = -th - [u,, +f(u)]. 
(0.5) 
The initial value problem for (0.5) is ill-posed, and so, the equations do not 
generate a flow on any reasonable space. The index theory cannot be 
applied directly. 
Our approach is to discretize the y-interval into a net of N + 1 points, 
yi=ih, O<iQN, where Nh = L. The y-derivatives are then replaced with a 
difference operator. Thus if ~~(5) =~(5, y,), then an approximate system for 
(0.5) is 
u:= wj 
w;= -owi- [(u;+l -2uj+ui~I)h-2+f(u;)], 
(0.6) 
l,(i<N-1, where u0 = uN = 0. In the sequel, U (resp. W) will denote the 
vector with components ui (resp. wi), 1 <id N- 1. Equation (4) is 
replaced with the algebraic system 
O = l”i+ I -2ui+ui-,)hp2+f(Ui) 
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It is not hard to show that the multiplicity results for (0.4) are inherited by 
(0.7) for sufficiently small h (see Section 1). If Ui, i = 0, a, 1, are the 
solutions of (0.7) then ( Ui, 0), i= 0, a, 1, are the rest points of (0.5). 
We show that for all small h there exists a solution (U, W)(t) of (0.6) 
running from (U,, 0) at t = - co to ( U1, 0) at 4 = + co. This is accom- 
plished by locating an isolating neighborhood JV c R2N-2 for (0.6) which 
contains the connecting solution (see Section 2), and by computing the 
connection index associated with it (see Section 3). The “nontriviality” of 
the index, together with a natural gradient-like structure for solutions in 
the maximal invariant set isolated by JV, forces the existence of the con- 
necting solution. (We remark that if more stringent hypotheses are imposed 
on f and L the existence of (approximate) connecting solutions follows 
from a general theorem of C. Conley; see [4, Sect. 4.31. However, the con- 
struction given here has the advantage of providing more detailed 
qualitative information (e.g., that W> 0) about the connecting solution in 
the absence of the more restrictive conditions on the parameters. It is 
anticipated that this additional information will be useful in subsequent 
investigations.) 
The system (0.6) is singularly perturbed in the parameter h, and so the 
construction of JV (which depends on h) must be such that the set of 
approximate solutions is in some appropriate sense compact. This enables 
us to obtain an exact solution of (0.5) as a limit of a subsequence of 
approximate solutions. This program is made possible precisely because the 
limiting equations are elliptic and a priori estimates of their solutions are 
easily available. 
The index is computed by deforming the boundary conditions from the 
Dirichlet problem to the Neumann problem, at which point the front coin- 
cides with a plane wave. This homotopy must be performed in such a man- 
ner that solutions of (0.4) remain nondegenerate for all relevant boundary 
value problems. Since L is originally assumed to be large, we must 
evidently change L as the boundary conditions are deformed. The following 
theorem on the global continuation of nondegenerate solutions is proved in 
t-101. 
THEOREM 0.3. There exists a homotopy 
0 = u” +f,cl,(u) (O<Y<LJ 
0 = ln(u(O), u’(O)) = r,(W,), U’W,)), 
CO.8 )A 
A E CO, 1 I, wheref+,(u) = 4~ - 1 I(@) - u 1, such that ,I= 0 is the Dirichlet 
problem, r(O) = IX, Lo = L, and II = 1 is the Neumann problem. For each 
1 E [0, 11, the boundary value problem admits exactly three solutions. The 
solutions are linearly nondegenerate; i.e., the spectra of the linearizations 
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about uO and u, are negative while that of u, has exactly one positive eigen- 
value. 
At 1= 1 a change of variables is introduced which decouple most of the 
components of (0.6) from one another. In fact, at the end of the homotopy 
the (u,, wi) components satisfy the travelling wave equations for the 
bistable diffusion equation in one space variable, while the remaining com- 
ponents are linear with a saddle point at the origin. The connection index 
is easy to compute for this system. The continuation of (0.6) is described in 
Section 3. 
D. Notation. We shall follow the following conventions with regard to 
spaces and norms. If D is a bounded domain in R”, Hksp(Q) and HP(Q) 
are the usual Sobolev spaces of order k based on LP(Q) with norm denoted 
by I14,c,p. Also Hk,*(Q) and H$*(Q) are denoted by H*(Q) and Hi(Q), 
respectively. 
If U= (u, ,..., uNP ,) E RN- ‘, we shall use the norms 





where 6U is the vector with components (ui+ 1 - q)/h, 0 6 i 6 N - 1, and 
6*U is the vector with components (ui+1-22ui+ui-l)h-2, l<i<N-1. 
Here, u0 and uN are obtained from U by using the relevant boundary con- 
ditions (see Section 1). 
1. APPROXIMATION OF THE REST STATES 
In this section it is shown that (0.7) provides a good approximation to 
(0.4) in the following sense. Suppose that (0.4) admits precisely three non- 
degenerate solutions, u,(y), i= 0, c(, 1; then for sufficiently small h, say 
h < h,,, there exist exactly three solutions of (0.7) which approximate the 
solutions of (0.4). Moreover, if ei, JCi is the spectrum of the linearized 
equations about ui, Ui, then Ci uniformly approximates bi on any compact 
subset of the complex plane. 
As mentioned earlier we shall actually need to prove this result for all of 
the boundary value problems in Theorem 0.3. For boundary value 
problems other than the Dirihlet problem the approximation scheme has to 
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be chosen carefully, since we shall need to find an ho which is uniform in 
the homotopy parameter. In particular, we shall find a difference scheme 
which is uniformly consistent with all of the continuous boundary value 
problems. Since we shall need to obtain spectral estimates, the approximate 
equations should also be symmetric. 
A. Formulation of the Problem 
We consider the boundary value problems 




r,(u, w)=aw+(l -a)24 
(Odad 1). 
Thus a = 0 is the Dirichlet problem and a = 1 is the Neumann problem. 
The approximation scheme is defined as follows. Consider a net of the 
form yi = ih -x, 0 d i < N, where h = h(a) and x = x(a, h) are to be deter- 
mined. N is regarded as a large, fixed integer. We require that x and h 
satisfy the conditions 
0 6 x < h/2, L=Nh-2x; 
thus OE [y,,y,+h/2] and LE [y,-h/2,y,]. 
The approximate equations are 




Before stating the consistency theorem it will be convenient to express 
(l.la) and (1.3a) in operator form. Thus let 
n[u] = u” +f(u) 
nh[u] = ThU+ 9( U), 
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where 9(U) = (flu,),...,j(u,- 1))f, and Z,, is the (N-l)x(N-1) 
tridiagonal symmetric matrix 
The constant y, is determined by solving Zt(u,, ui ) = 0 for u0 in terms of u1 , 
namely, u,, = y, u i , where 
a-(1 -a)x 
‘“=a+(1 -a)(h-x)’ (1.4) 
It then follows that if Y~(u,,- i, u,,,) = 0 then uN = youN- i. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let u be a C4function which satisfies (l.lb), let ui= u(y,), 
0 < id N, and let U be the vector with components ui, 1 Q i< N - 1. Let ii be 
the vector with components n[u](yi), 1 < i < N - 1. Then there exists K > 0 
independent of h and a, and a unique h = h(a) and x = x(a, h) which satisfy 
(1.2) such that 
Inh[U] -ii Q Kh (1.5a) 
Il!(%, u,)l, lr%uN-,, uN)I d K[ah2+ (1 -a)h3]. (1.5b) 
If h, = L/N, then /h(a)- h,J = Lo(h$). Finally, x(0, h)=O, h(0) = h,, and 
0 Q ya 6 1 with yi = i, i = 0, 1. 
Proof: The main problem is to determine x and h such that (1.5b) 
holds. To this end expand u(y) in a Taylor series about y = 0 to obtain 
240 =u(0) - xu’(0) f x%“(O)/2 + 0(x3) 
u1 = u(O) + (h -x) u’(O) + (h -x)” u”(O)/2 + 0(h - x)~. 
(1.6) 
Substitute these expansions into the first equation in (1.3b). Since u satisfies 
(l.lb) the leading order terms are the quadratics. If x and h are chosen so 
that (1.5b) holds we obtain a quadratic equation in x and h, namely 
(l-a)~‘-(2a+(l -a)h)x+ah=O. 
A similar computation at y = L yields the same equation for x and h. 
505:61/3-4 
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Regarding h as fixed for the moment, the first condition in (1.2) allows us 
to solve uniquely for x, i.e., 




= h/2, a= 1. 
A simple computation shows that x is continuous and x(0, h) = x(a, 0) = 0, 
and ~,(a, h) > 0 for a E [0, 11. It follows that 0 6 x(u, h) <h/2 for h z 0. 
We finally show that with x(a, h) as above there exists a unique choice of 
h such that the second equation in (1.2) holds for sufficiently large N. In 
fact, h = h, + O(h!J, where h, = L/N. The equation we must solve is 
g(a, h)=h-2x(u, h)/N-h,=O. (1.7) 
A simple computation shows that [~,(a, O)l and lx,Ja, O)l are uniformly 
bounded for all a E [0, 11, and so, these derivatives are uniformly bounded 
for all a and sufficiently small h, say 0 < h d h, . Thus 
dh 2x,(a, h)lN 
da = 1 - 2x,(4 h)/N’ 
Since x(0, h) = 0 for all h we must choose h(0) = h,. For sufficiently large 
N it follows from the above remark that there exists a unique solution 
h = h(u) of this initial value problem on 0 6 a < 1 and that the solution 
remains of order l/N. Finally, note that since x(u, 0) = 0, Ih(a) - h,l = 
Co(h/N) = O(h2,). 
The proof of (1Sa) easily follows from (1Sb). For if 1, N- 1 it is 
routine to verify (1Sa) for the ith component of nh( U) - ii; in fact these dif- 
ferences are of order Kh*. For i= 1, N- 1 it follows from (1.5) and (1.4) 
that 
uo = ~a~1 + A, 
u,=Y,u,-,+A, 
It is easily seen that A is uniformly of order h3 for a E [0, 11. Thus we 
obtain order h accuracy in the extreme components. 
B. Spectral Estimates 
Suppose that ii is a solution of (1.1) and let c be the spectrum of r = dn 
at ii relative to the subspace of H’[O, L] functions which satisfy (1.1 b). 
Then u consists of real, simple eigenvalues, 2, > i, > A,. . . . Let C? be the 
vector with components ii( 1 G i < N - 1, and let 2 be the spectrum of 
f,, = dn,, at 0. 
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LEMMA 1.2. (A) With notation as above f,, consists of real eigenvalues 
n+l:2 *** Blh,-*, and if U,, is an eigenvector off,, for the eigenvalue At, 
then the components of U0 are of one sign. (B) For each K B 0 there exists 
RK > 0 such that for all sufficiently small h, 
I&‘- llkl < Rkh, Odk<K. 
Proof: (A) Define a bilinear form B,: RN-’ x [W”‘-I+ Iw by 
B,,(U, V) = j;rU. Vh. 
Since fh is symmetric, the spectrum J?.h of f,, is real, and it can be charac- 
terized by the minimax theorem with respect to the functional 
(see Section O.D. for notation). A simple calculation shows that for 
II VI = 1, 
N-2(Ui+l-#i)2 
&(U)=h-‘(y,-l)(u;+u;pl)- 1 h +Caiufh, (1.8) 
i=l 
where ai = f ‘(U(yJ). Clearly & is the maximum of A, over the unit sphere. 
It can be seen from the equation satisfied by U, that two adjacent com- 
ponents of U, cannot both be zero; otherwise, U,, would vanish identically. 
If U, had components with different signs, it then follows that 
Ah( U, ) > A,, where the components of U, are the absolute values of those 
of 17,. This is a contradiction and the proof of (A) is complete. 
(B) Fix &E r~ and let uk be a corresponding eigenfunction of r with 
unit L2 norm. Let ok be the vector with components uk(yi), 1 < i < N- 1. 
From Lemma 1.1 it follows that 1(-i;, -lk)okl <Mkh, where Mk depends 
Only on the C4 norm Of &, so that 
Moreover, /I ok/l tends to I[ukl/L~ = 1 as h tends to zero, so that I( fik/l = 0( 1). 
From a standard theorem on the approximation of eigenvalues of sym- 
metric matrices it follows that 
(1.9) 
(see Issacson and Keller [ 12, Chap. 4, Theorem 1.51). 
We finally show that for 0 <k < K and h < h(K) sufficiently small, 
nk = Agk), where ‘l&, minimizes the left side of (1.9). Since u consists of sim- 
ple eigenvalues, y =infi.,(li--il;- 1) is strictly positive. Let Bk(8) be an 
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interval of length 6 about I,, where 6 <y/2. From (A) and (1.9) it follows 
that for sufficiently small h that A$E B,(6) and fhn Ilk(d) # 0 for 
O,<k<Kand Kfixed. 
We claim that for h <h(K), where h(K) depends on each of the O,(h), 
0 <k,< K, 1: E Bk(B). If this were not the case, for some sequence of h’s 
tending to zero there would exist J(h) 2 K such that $’ E BJChJ(6) for some 
i<J(h). Let J,,,(h) be the minimal index for which this occurs. From (A) 
we may take i = J,,,(h) + 1. Since J,(h) is integer valued it can be assumed 
by passing to a suitable subsequence that J,,,(h) - J as h -+O, and so, 
$7 x+ , E B,(6). 
Let U, be an eigenvector of fh corresponding to 1: with I( U,(j = 1. Since 
f,, is symmetric, Uk. Uj = 0 for k #j. Let u:(y) be a piecewise linear inter- 
polant of U,, i.e., 
4(Y) = <ur+1 -uf)(y-yi)h-‘+uf (Y,~Y~Yi+l), 
for Ogi,<N-I, where u,=y,u, and u~=Y~u,,-~ (see (1.4)). We will 
show that $XY), u$+ I(~) converge to orthogonal eigenfunctions uJ, uJ+ 1 of 
r which correspond to the same eigenvalue 1,. Since 0 is simple this will 
provide the desired contradiction. 
To this end we obtain uniform bounds on l[SU,ll, k = J, J + 1 (see Sec- 
tion 0.D)). A simple computation shows that 
Il4At~[o, L] = llau~ll~-~C~u,-Uo~*+~~~-~,-~~*l~ 
so that if 116Ukll is uniformly bounded, { $} is uniformly bounded in 
H’[O, L]. 
First note that for k = J, J+ 1, Ah( U,) = 2:~ B,(6); thus Ah( U,) is 
uniformly bounded as h + 0. It follows from (1.8) and (1 U,jl = 1 that 
where M = max(aJ is uniformly bounded. Since 0 6 y, 6 1 for all a E [0, 1 ] 
it follows that 
(16U,l12<max(-IZ,+6, -A,--6)+M. 
Thus (z&} is uniformly bounded in Hi [0, L], k = J, J + 1. 
It follows that some subsequences converge strongly in L2[0, L] and 
weakly in H’[O, L] to limits, say u,(y), uJ+ ,(r). Moreover, since 
V.I. u-l+, = 0 it follows from the uniform bounds on 116UkII that 
(u”,, z$+ ih2 = O(h) as h + 0. Thus (uJ, uJ+ 2 Lo ) = 0. In addition, since 116 U,ll 
is uniformly bounded, 11 U,J = 1 implies that ((uf(lL2 = 1+ O(h), and so 
((u~//~I= 1 for k= J, J+ 1. 
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It only remains to show that u satisfies 
(r- A,) Uk = 0, k=J, J+ 1, (1.10) 
and that uk satisfies (l.lb). To this end let II/ be a C” function which 
satisfies (l.lb), and consider the bilinear form 
b(u7 ti) = J-i cuv +f’(G)) ulcl -n&l &. 
Let $ (resp. 0) be the vector with components I++@~) (resp. u~(JJ~)), 
1 < i 6 N - 1. Since uk E H’ [0, L] and satisfies (1.1 b), it follows Lemma 1.1 
that 
b(u,, $) = [Yh$. 8+ DJt,b. 81 h + O(h), 
where D, is the diagonal matrix with entriesf’(u(y,) - lJ. Since U: tends to 
uk in L2[0, L] it easily follows that 
lim 11 Uk - 811 = 0. 
h+O 
Moreover, since 6 (in the definition of Bk(B)) is arbitrary, we have that 
22 + 1, as h + 0, for k = J, J + 1. Thus for all small h, we have that 
since % is symmetric and (fh - $) Uk = 0. Since %Y is uniformly bounded 
it follows from the above remarks that b(uk, @) = 0 for all smooth rj satisfy- 
ing (l.lb). It follows that uk satisfies (1.10) in the sense of distributions. 
Moreover, since uk E H’[O, L] it follows from the differential equation 
(1.10) that uk E H*[O, L], and in fact, uk E P[O, L]. 
Now take $ to be a smooth function with II/(L)= I,V(L) =0 and 
$(O) = a, r1/‘(0) = 1 - a. Then 
o=h(uk,~)=j’~(u”+(f.‘(a)-n,)u)~~+(d’U-~u’);) 
0 
= [(l -a) uk(o)-auj.(o)]. 
A similar argument applied at y = L shows that uk satisfies (l.lb). 1 
Remark. Since CJ has at most a finite number of positive elements, it 
follows from Lemma 1.2 that if 0 $0, then 0 e2.h for all sufficiently small h, 
and that fh has exactly the same number of positive eigenvalues as Q. 
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C. The Nonlinear Problem 
The exact number of solutions of (1.3) can now be described provided 
that such information is available for the solution set of (1.1). We begin 
with a local result. The notation will be as in B, above. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that 0 $ o. Then for all sufficiently small h there 
exists a neighborhood B, of 0 of the form (see Section 0.D) 
B,= {U: /IU-~lI&} 
such that there exists a unique solution ti of nh( U) = 0 in B,. Moreover, E can 
be chosen independently of h. If Fh is the linearization of n,, at 0, then the 
spectrum Z,, of % has the same number of positive eigenvalues as o, and 
O$‘&. 
Let 0 be the vector with components U(yi), 1 < i $ N- 1. If V= U - 0, 
we have that 
nh( u) = fh v+ q( v) + nh[ ii]? 
where q is a vector with quadratic components of the form 
Note that q is independent of h. Let Q = pi’ and let q(V) = Qq( V). The 
equation nh( u) = 0 is equivalent to 
b(V)= V+q(V)= -Qn,[o]. 
If it can be shown for some a E (0,l) that 
llrl(V--?(WII b4lV- WII (1.11) 
for 1) VII, II W/I < E, it follows from the contradiction mapping theorem that if 
A, is a ball of (~5’) radius E about the origin, then d(A,) univalently covers 
a ball of (~5’) radius a(1 -IX) about the origin (see Schwartz 
[ 16, Lemma 1.181). Assuming (1.11) for the moment, we can prove the first 
assertion of the lemma. It follows from lemma 1.2 that /Q/l is uniformly 
bounded as h + 0, where 11 Qll is the operator norm induced by the discrete 
L2 norm. From Lemma 1.1, it follows that Inh(@I < Kh, and so, 
Ilnh( o)ll < KN1’2h3’2 = B(h). Thus, if tl and E are independent of h, it follows 
that -Qnh( 0) lies in a ball of radius E( 1 - ~1) for all sufficiently small h. 
This provides both the existence and local uniqueness of the solution B of 
d(V) = 0. Finally, we define B, = (i’> + QAE. It follows that there exists a 
unique solution U of n,(U) = 0 in B, for all small h. 
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We now prove (1.11). It follows from the definition of q(V) that 
IMV-v(WI G IlQll IIV- W jd q’(tV+(l -t)Wdt 
II !I 
G UQll(ll f’ll + II WII 1 II I,‘-- WII, 
where K is constant depending only on 0 and f’. Thus if II VII, II W/I < E, we 
must choose c1= 2KllQllc < 1. It is now clear that both a and E can be 
chosen so that (1.11) holds, where the choice of a and E is independent of h. 
The last remark concerning the spectrum C, of P follows from 
Lemma 1.2 and standard continuous dependence theorems; we omit the 
details. 1 
We conclude this section with a global result. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose that (1.1) admits exactly three solutions 
ui, i = 0, a, 1. Let oi be the spectrum of dn at ui relative to the subspace of 
H’[O, L] offunctions satisfying (l.lb), and suppose that 0 #a,, i = 0, a, 1. 
Then for each sufficiently large ii4> 0, there exist exactly three solutions 
Ui, i = 0, a, 1, of (1.3) in the ball I UI < M, where Ui approximates ui in the 
sense of Lemma 1.3. 
ProoJ: Lemma 1.3 provides nondegenerate solutions Ui of (1.3) which 
lie in a ball Bj of II l/,-radius E about fii; here 0, is obtained from ui as in 
Lemma 1.3. Moreover, Ui is the unique solution of (1.3) in Bi. 
Suppose that the lemma is false. Then for a sequence h + 0 there exist 
solutions .?? of (1.3) such that O# B,u B, u B, and I81< M. We choose A4 
so large that 1 Uil < M for i = 0, a, 1. (Since II Uill 2 is uniformly bounded for 
all h, it follows from the discrete Sobolev inequalities that 1 Ujl is uniformly 
bounded.) Thus 11 Ui - 011 2 > E for h -+ 0. 
Let rf be the differential of nh at Ui. If Vi= D-- Ui, then 
r; v= -q(V), 
where q is an h-independent quadratic term. It follows that 
(162Vil) <LII Vill for some constant L independent of h (see Section 0.D for 
notation). From the discrete Sobolev inequalities it follows that 
II Vi//2 < LIJ Vi/l for some L > 0 independent of h. Thus for some constant 
F> 0 depending only on f and A4, 
E G II J’illz 6 LlIrF J’ill 6 Lf’(I 01 + IUil)lI Vill d 2LFMll Vi/l, 
so that II Vi/l 2 CE for some c > 0. 
Let tih(y) be a piecewise linear interpolant of 0, it follows as in 
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Lemma 1.3 that iih converges to a smooth solution ii of (1.1). However, 
I/U - uijl L2 > CE for i = 0, ~1, 1, which is a contradiction. 1 
2. AN ISOLATING NEIGBORHOOD FOR THE 
APPROXIMATE TRAVELLING WAVE EQUATIONS 
A. Construction of an Isolating Neighborhood 
We now construct an isolating neighborhood N c R2N-2 for (0.6). JV 
will then be used to define the connection index. 
The relevant equations are 
u’=w 
(2.1) 
w= -ew- [Lzu+F(u)], 
where u= (Ur ,..., uN-I)fP W= (WI ,..., WN--~)‘, F(v) = (f(ul) )..., f(uNpI))', 











With regard to the notation of Section 1 we have that u0 = uN = 0, h = L/N, 
and x=0. 
As a first approximation to JV” let M0 be the region 
where U! are the components of U1, E is small and positive, and D is to be 
determined; also, W2 = W- W. 
For any set M c R 2N ~ 2 let S(M) denote the maximal invariant set con- 
tained in M of the flow generated by (2.1). 
We remark that g= Cr.+ is a Liapunov function for the flow in S(Jlr,). 
Thus S(.,&) consists of the set of critical points % = (( Ui, 0): i = 0, ~1, I} 
and solutions which connect rest points of lower index to rest points of 
higher index. 
The final isolating region N will be of the form 
A’- = .A$ u B, u B1\B,, 
where Bi is a neighborhood of ( Ui, 0). The ultimate goal is therefore to 
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show that S(M) n&V = 4, We begin by identifying the points in 
S(Ju;,) n &&. To this end let 
B,= {(U, W)E&: W2h=D}. 
LEMMA 2.1. S(NO)naMOc%?uBB,. 
Proof: Let (D, W) E aNO\+?u B, and let (U, W)(t) be the solution 
curve of (2.1) passing through (0, E) at t; =O. It must be shown that 
(U W(O$,rr, f or some 5; there are several cases to be considered. 
(i) Suppose Ui = - E f or some i. Recall that solutions in S(Jlr,) consist 
of the critical set 97 together with solutions connecting rest points whose U- 
components are monotone increasing. Since the U-components of all rest 
points are nonnegative it follows that w,(t)= u:(c) must be negative for 
some < < 0. Such solutions must therefore leave &j in backward time. 
(ii) Suppose that tii = U: + E for some i. The argument is the same as 
in case (i) applied to the orbit segment with < > 0. 
(iii) Suppose th t a tti = 0 for some i. If w;(O) #O then wi assumes 
negative values along either the forward or backward flow and so the 
solution leaves A$. Suppose then that w:(O) = 0. Then 
w:(o)= -(wi+,+wi-,)h-2, 
where, if i= 1, N- 1 we take wO, wN equal to zero. If either of w,, I or wi-, 
are positive then w:(O) < 0 and w,(t) therefore assumes negative values for 
5 # 0. Such solutions leave X0. If wi+ I = w,+ , = 0 we apply the above 
argument to each of these components. Proceeding inductively it follows 
that either wj assumes negative values for some j or pi= 0 and H”(O) = 0. 
In the latter case it then follows that 3’D+ S( 0) = 0, and so (0, 0) E %? 
contrary to our hypothesis. 1 
B, Derivative Estimates and Convergence Theorems 
The next task is to determine a suitable choice of the constant D in the 
definition of J&. The main goal is to show that D can be chosen indepen- 
dently of h. This yields sufficient compactness o that a convergent sub- 
sequence can be obtained as the mesh tends to zero. In the following we 
restrict to an interval 101 6 0*; 8* appears later (see Lemma 2.12) as an 
a priori bound for the wave velocity of the continuous problem. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that 101 < 8*; then there exists D = D(X L, 0*) 
such that S(NO) n B, = 4 for all sufficiently small h > 0. 
ProojI Suppose (U, W)(C) E S(JlrO); then U(5) satisfies 
vll+mr+eu’+9+5q=o. (2.2) 
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Let Ii = { 151 <j} for j= 1,2, 3, and let 4(t) be a smooth function with 
$ E 1 on I, and 4 = 0 on R’\I,. Then &J satisfies 
Now multiply this equation by q5Uh and integrate by parts to obtain (see 
Section 0.D) 





Since the solution lies in S(J&), (UI Q 1, and from the above, we obtain 
I W’ll’+ 11~UI121 d5$D, =D,(B*, 4,f, ~1, ,* (2.3) 
where D, is independent of h. 
Now let 1,5(t) be a smooth function satisfying r(/ E 1 on I, and I+$ - 0 on 
R’\Z,. We now apply an argument identical to the above to the equation 
satisfied by I,$ W(c), where W= u’ to obtain 
s CII~Ic/~~‘l12+~211~~l121~5~~~=~~~~*,1c/,f,~,~~~. (2.4) 12 
Let D3=~12$2~~W’~~2d~ and expand ($W)’ in (2.4); from (2.4) we obtain 
d D2 + 2KD112 D112 1 3 3 
where K is a bound for [$‘I. From the above it follows that 
D3 < [KD;‘* + (K2D1 + D2)“‘]“*. 
We can now prove the lemma. Let r(t) = tj(<) W2(<)h; from (2.3) and the 
above it follows that 
s lr’(t)l d5 < KD1 + 2D;12 D1f2 =D 3 47 12 
so that r([)<2D,. Thus if D>2D,, W2h < D for 151 < 1. Since the center 
of the intervals Z, was arbitrary, the same estimate holds for all < E R’. 1 
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Remark. The estimate (2.3) also yields an estimate on difference 






We can now prove a convergence theorem. To this end, we suppose for all 
small h that there exists a solution (U”, I+‘“)([) of (2.1) in S(&). Let 
~~(5, y) be a piecewise linear interpolant of Uh, i.e., 
uh(5,~)=(ui+,(5)-ui(5))h-‘(~-~i)+ui(~), YidYGYi,,, 
when u,=u,=O. For y>O let 
LEMMA 2.3. With notation as above there exists a sequence hk + 0 such 
that uh converges to an exact solution ~(5, y) of 
Au + Ouq +f(u) = 0, u( &y-* = 0. (2.6) 
The convergence is in L’(S,) for each y > 0, and the limit satisfies the boun- 
dary conditions in the sense that & E HA(S,) for all smooth functions I$ com- 
pactly supported in 5. 
Proof A simple calculation shows that 
jj 
S; 
(u;)2d5dy= j’ IIduh(4)I12d5<D,, 
-- i^ 
by (2.5). Also, 




where D, is independent of h. Thus (u”} is uniformly bounded in H’(S) 
for all y, h > 0. So that for each y > 0 there exists hk(y) such that uhko’) con- 
verges in L’(S) to a limit uy. For ~EH,, we can choose h,(y + 1) to be a 
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subsequence hk(y). By a diagonal procedure we obtain a sequence 
hk = h,(k) which converges in L*(S,) to a limit ~(5, U) for each y > 0. 
We now show that u satisfies (2.6) weakly. Let ti E C,“(S,). Then 
= lim 
ss k - 00 ,> b” A$ - Wpk + v%“)l dt 4 
= lim Zk 
k-m 
(note that as uk is uniformly bounded, f(u”) tends to f(u) in L2(S,)). 
For any continuous p E H’(S,) a simple computation shows that 
where O(h) depends only on the H’ norm of p and h. Let Y(t) be the vec- 
tor with components Ic/([, yi) and let Uk(t) = v”“(r). It follows from Lem- 
mas 1.1, 2.2, and the above that 
Ik=O@k)+ j’ cyy,,- uk+dPy.Uk-ey~.Uk+*.~(Uk)]d5:=O(hk) 
-Y 
since ( Uk, Wk) is a solution of (2.1). Thus lim Zk = 0. 
Finally let 4 be as in the statement of the lemma and let y > 0 be such 
that supp 4 c S,. Then 4uk is a uniformly bounded sequence in HA(S,) 
since #uk is continuous and vanishes in as,. It follows from the 
Banach-Alaoglu theorem that some subsequence of (#u”} converges 
weakly to an ZZh(tS) limit, say uI. It easily follows that #u = u) (a.e.) and so 
424 actually lies in HA(S,). u 
We remark that although H’ bounds on S, obtained above on S, blow 
up as y+co, we can clearly perform estimates similar to those of 
Lemma 2.2 on any compact subset K of S,. Thus the solution u obtained 
above is uniformly bounded in H’(K,) for any translate Kj = S, + {j},j~ H. 
Standard bootstrapping arguments then yield the following (see 
[ 1, Theorem 5.31). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let u be the solution of (2.8) obtained in Lemma 2.3. For 
each R 2 0 there exists a constant dk depending only on k, 8*, L and f such 
that 
SUP 1 (D*U( <d,. 
‘cc laJ<k 
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Remark. Let ~~(5, y) be a piecewise linear interpolant of I@(t), where 
(U”, I@)(t) is a solution of (2.1) in S(MO). It follows from (2.4) that 
llVwhII L*(K) is uniformly bounded for any compact Kc s,. It follows that 
some subsequence converges to a limit w(& y), and that uC = w. 
C. Increasing J1$, 
Since ( UO, 0) and (U,, 0) lie in IAN, A S(&) small neighborhoods B, of 
( Ui, 0), i = 0, 1, must be included so that these critical points are interior to 
the new region. However, this must be performed in such a manner that 
the maximal invariant set is not increased. 
To this end we will need some information about the linearization of 
(2.1) about the critical set. Let X= (U, W) and let r(X) be the vector field 
on the right side of (2.1). If Xi= (U,, 0) let Ri be the differential of r at Xi. 
Thus if n(U)=YU+F(U) and M,=dn at Ui, then 
k= [-& -g 
In the following we assume that i = 0 or 1 and we shall drop the subscript i. 
From Lemma 1.4 we have that the eigenvalues A,-, < . . . < i, < 0 of M are 
negative and that A1 is simple for small h. It follows that the eigenvectors yj 
of R are of the form ( Uj, p, U,), 1 ,< bl < N - 1, where U, = Kj is an eigen- 
vector of A4 corresponding to A, and 
~j=6/2+$(82-412,)1’2, j>l 
= e/2 - @’ - 412/)“2, j6-1. 
Since M is symmetric, Ui. U, = 0 for i #j. It follows that yi. yj = 0 for 
i # -j, j. Since Jj < 0 for all j we have that pj is real and nonzero for all j. 
We summarize this in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.5. Xi is a hyperbolic critical point of Ri, i = 0, 1. The eigen- 
values of R, are real and the principal positive and negative eigenvalues pi- 1 
are simple. 
Now let Bi be a small sup norm neighborhood of Xi, i= 0, 1, say of 
radius 6 < E and let JK+ = JIS, u B, v B,, where E is as in Section 2.A. 
LEMMA 2.6. S(Ju;) consists of the critical set 9 together with orbits run- 
ning from Xi to Xj with i < j. 
Proof: Let X(5) be a nonconstant solution in S(JC*). If W(t) > 0 there 
is nothing to prove. Suppose then that some wi < 0 at some point along the 
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orbit, say at 5 = 0. At this point XE Bi for i = 0 or 1. Assume that i = 1, the 
case i = 0 is handled in a similar manner. 
We claim that 1 U(5) - U,I GE for all 4 > 0. Since X lies in S(N*) and 
6 -=z E it is immediate U< U, + E componentwise for all 5, where E is the vec- 
tor whose components are all equal E. We also have that U(r) > UI - E for 
all E > 0 since if u,(g) = U: - E for some e> 0 and some i, it would follow 
that wi= u:< 0 for some 5 E [0, [] for which X(<)$B1, since 6 < 8. Such 
solutions do not lie in S(M*). 
It also follows that I W(t)1 < AJ f E or all < > 0 and for some constant A 
depending on h. For example, suppose that ~~(0) > 6 for 6 > 0. Then since 
w: is uniformly bounded, wi(c) > 6/2 for D < t d K6 for some K depending 
on h. Thus 
u;(Kh) 2U,(O) +loK We d& > u: - F + KJ2/2. 
Thus if 6 = J%@ we obtain a contradiction. 
Since Xi is hyperbolic it follows that X(c) tends to X, in positive time 
since the solution remains in a small neighborhood of X, for r > 0. 
It also follows that X(t) must leave B, in backward time, since if this 
were not the case the solution would remain uniformly near X, for l< 0 
and so, it would have to tend to X, in this direction. The solution X(4) 
would then be a homoclinic orbit which is uniformly near X,. If E is small 
enough this is impossible since X, is a hyperbolic point. 
Since X lies in S(sS,) and W > 0, where X# B0 u B, , it easily follows that 
X(t) tends either to X, or it enters B, in backward time; in the latter case 
we apply an argument similar to the above to the solution once it enters 
Bw I 
LEMMA 2.1. Let E be so small that Lemma 2.6 is valid and that f( -E) > 0 
andf’(u)<Ofor IuI GE. Then S(Ju;,uB,)=S(NO). 
ProojI We need only consider solutions in S(J1s, v B,) along which 
either ui or wi assumes negative values. 
Suppose that ui< 0 at some point along the solution. Then by 
Lemma 2.6, 
is assumed at some finite <, say < = 0, for some particular i. Since n is 
minimal, ~~(0) = u;(O) = 0 so that 
u:‘(O) = w;(o) = - [(u,, , - 2n + ui- ,) +f(n)]. 
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Since An) > 0 and n is minimal it follows that u:(O) < 0, which contradicts 
the minimality of n. Thus U > 0 along solutions in S(MO u B,). 
Now suppose that wi < 0 at some point. Then 
is assumed at some finite 5, say 5 = 0, for some particular i. It follows that 
w;(O)=0 and that 
wj’(0) = - [(Wj,, - 2n + wi-- l)h-2 +f’(u;)n] < 0, 
since n is minimal and f’(ui)n > 0. This again leads to a contradiction. 1 
The inclusion of a neighborhood of X, is more difficult since both f and 
f’ change sign along ui(y). In view of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, solutions in 
S(Jlr* ) along which wi < 0 for some i lie in the stable manifold A, of X, 
and by Lemma 2.7; this can occur only when the solution lies near X,. We 
will show that this is impossible through a detailed analysis of the 
linearized flow 
X'=R,X (2.7) 
in the (N- 1)-dimensional stable subspace Y spanned by the eigenvectors 
‘?r of R,,jd -1. Th is will be accomplished through analysis of the flow 
induced by (2.7) on the projective space [WP”-*. Recall that IWP-* is 
defined to be P’-‘\(O)/-, where x-y ifx=My for some EE[W\{O}. This 
method is borrowed in part from Jones [14]. 
We first introduce some notation. Let x: Y + [WPN -’ be the projection 
map and for a set S c Y let rc(S) be denoted by s. Let Y” be the “fast” 
stable subspace spanned by yj,j< -2. $ is therefore a copy of IWPNP 3 
embedded in [WPN- 2. 
Recall that U, are the eigenvectors of M1 and that yj= (U,, pLk U,) are 
the eigenvectors of R,. For UE IV"-' let 111 UI(12 = U. U and assume that 
II/ U,(ll = 1 for all k. For XE Y define lliXlll* = l/l U//l* + )[I Wll12. Thus if 
X=ci9-ICj1: then IlIXlli2=~i6-1(1 +pj)$. Also, for XEY we denote 
the jth Fourier coefficient by cj(X). 
We put local coydinates on s\5$ as follows. For ?E s\$, 
cpl(np’(@)#O. Let X d enote the unique element of the fiber n-‘(X) of 
unit length whose c _, coefficient is negative. 
Let the flow generated by (2.7) be denoted by X. 5 and for a set S c Y 
let 
s.g= (x~4;:xEs). 
We shall use the same notation for the flow induced by (2.7) on [WPN-~*. 
Finally, let C c Y be the cone consisting of vectors X= (U, IV) with W 2 0. 
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LEMMA 2.8. There exist positively invariant neighborhoods P_, of y^-, , a 
negatively invariant neighborhood Tf of $ such that c n pf;-= I$, and {0 < 0 
depending on P-, and flJ- such that for all XE Y\c’( P_ 1), 8. &, E Vr 
If for such X, 111 XIII = a then there exists K > 0 depending only on &, such 
that IllA’. &,1/l Q fl, where /? = Ka. 
ProoJ From (A) of Lemma 1.2 we have that U1 has positive com- 
ponents; let uI > 0 be the minimum of the components of U,. 
Since p ~ (N _ r) < . . . 6 p ~ I < 0 it follows that f _ I is an attracting critical 
point for the induced flow on lRPNw2 and that$ is a repeller for this flow 
(see, e.g., Jones [14]). Let VP1 be an attracting, positively invariant 
neighborhood of fP I and let pf be a repelling, negatively invariant 
neighborhood of $ (The existence of such neighborhoods is guaranteed by 
the abstract result that every attractor is contained in an attractor block; 
see Conley [4].) We choose these neighborhoods to be disjoint and J?r to 
be so small that for (U, W) E zn- ‘( P- 1), W has components of one sign. We 
will put more stringent conditions on P_, and vf later. 
Since RPN-* is compact there exists to < 0 depending only on P- 1 and 
v, such that 
(RPN~2\P-,)~&& $ (2.8) 
Suppose that XE C with IllXlll = a > 0. We will show that there exists 
L > 0 such that 
c_,(X)< -La. (2.9) 
Here L depends on the norm on Y and hence, on h. However, this is not 
important here. 
First note that for such X= (U, W), 
a*= C $(l +$)G LICp;c,‘= L,l/l Wll12, 
jC-1 
where L, is tha maximum of (p; + l)/,$. Since all norms on Y are 
equivalent and W 2 0, there exists L, > 0 such that 
aL2 < max wi. 
l<i<N-1 
Finally, W= xi< ~ r cjpj U, and so it follows that 
u,L,a<U, W=c-,p-,. 
Thus (2.9) holds with L= -pJL,u,. 
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The neighborhood I? i of y^- i is chosen so small that [VP i ]- lies 
interior to C, this is possible since -y _ i lies in the interior of C. From 
(2.9) it then follows that 
c-,(2)-c -L 
for all 2.~ I? i. We now define v; to consist of all points in S$ together 
with 
(2: C-,(T) 2 -L/2}, 
since to is chosen such that if 2# P-i then 8. &, E p;, it follows from (2.9) 
that 8. &, I$ C. 
The last statement clearly holds with K= exp (pcN- i) &,). 1 
We are now prepared to prove the main result of this section. Recall that 
M~=.&uB,uB,. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let B,(6) be a ball of radius 6 about X,. Then for all suf- 
ficiently small 6, S(.A$.) = S(&), ie., the W-components of solutions in 
S( .NI ) remain nonnegative. 
Prooj Let X(5) be a solution in S(Jv;) and suppose that ~~(5) assumes 
negative values at some point for some i. By previous remarks X(t) lies in 
jlll and W( 5) can leave the positive cone only when X( 5) lies in B, (6). Let 
5, be the first time beyond which W(r) leaves the positive cone, so that 
W(5) > 0 for all 5 < 5,. We parametrize the solution so that 5, = 0. 
For simplicity we translate X, to the origin, so that Y is the tangent 
space to .A’i at the origin. 
The idea is to locate a solution X,(t) of (2.7) in Y which approximates 
X(5) on the interval 5,, < 5 $0 and which satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.8. This should provide the desired contradiction, since X( &,) E C”, 
where C” are the elements of A’& with nonnegative W-components. 
To this end let p: .A’, -+ Y be the projection map 
If Ai = A$ n B,(6) then p is a diffeomorphism of &i(6) onto its image 
for sufficiently small 6, and for some constant K> 0, 
Ill~(J3 - XIII G Kh* 
for XE Ai(S). 
505/61/3-5 
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Let a= 111X(O)l(l <6, and let X,(O)=p(X(O)). It easily follows from 
Gronwall’s inequality for some K, of order exp (2&p _ (N _ 1 ,) that 
IlW(O - X,(t)111 d KIN* (2.10) 
Since X(O)EXY and X,(0)=X(O)+ 0(a’) it follows that some W-com- 
ponent of X,(O) is of order a*. Recalling that l?, was defined so that 
[f-i]” is interior to C, it follows that 
O<m=min (Gi: 1 <i<N- 1, (0, @)E P-r}. 
However, g,(O) = @(a-‘)X,(O) and it follows that ?(O) has a W-component 
of order a. Thus for sufficiently small ~1, J?,(O) $ l?,. From Lemma 2.8 it 
follows that 2,(&,) E pY, and so, 
0 > c-lw,(to)) b -~lll~,(Mll/2 
(since X(&) E C”, the left-hand inequality is easy to check for small CX). 
Finally, since X(5,,) E C”, X,(&,) can be expressed as X, +X- where if 
some entry of X, is nonzero the corresponding entry of XP is zero, and 
vice versa, and where the only entries of X- which are nonzero are the 
negative W-components of X,(O). It follows from (2.10) that lllXP /I/ 6 Ka* 
for some constant K depending on K,. Since X+& it follows from (2.9) 
and the above that 
C-,(X,(&J) < -WfdSo)lll + XX*. 
Thus we will have obtained a contradiction if 
- ~W’,(4o)lll + XC?* < -~IIl~,(SoWL (2.11) 
i.e., 
A simple computation shows that there exists a constant R depending only 
on &, such that 
Sirrce a < 6, (2.11) will hold provided that, in addition to previous con- 
ditions imposed on 6, we choose 6 < kL/(4K). 1 
D. The excision of (U,, 0) 
In order to complete the construction it will be necessary to excise a 
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neighborhood B,(r) of &-radius r from the region AC*. Here, it will be 
important that the radius of B,(r) be chosen independently of h. Thus let 
B,(r)= {(U, W): IIU- U,I12+ l/WIlZ~r2}; 
the final isolating region Jf is defined to be 
Jv = SS,\B,(r) = MO u B, u B,(G)\B,(r). 
From our previous results it follows that S(X) n I%+‘” c dB,(r)n A". The 
main result of this section is the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. (a) There exists r > 0 such that S(M) n 8.N = 4 for 
all (91 < 8* and for all sufficiently small h > 0. (b) If for each h > 0 there 
exists a nonconstant solution ( Uh, Wh) E S(N) at some ltIhl < 0* then (some 
subsequence of) ( iJh, Wh, 0”) c 
(0.3) as h tends to zero. 
The proof of Proposition 
following lemma. 
onverges to an exact solution (u, w, e) of (0.5), 
2.10 will be established with the aid of the 
LEMMA 2.11. Let u(& y) be a smooth solution of (2.2) with 
u( t, 0) = ~(5, L) = 0 and such that ug > 0 in the infinite strip and that ug > 0 
at some point. Then 
lim u(t, Y) = ui(Y), /\mm 45, Y) = U,(Y), (2.12) s+-cc 
where ui and uj are solutions of (0.4) with i <j. The above limits are untform 
in y. 
Proof Since u is monotone in 5 and ug f 0 it follows that 
lim 45, Y) = U-(Y), <--cc tliy u(t,~)=u+c’), - 00 
where u-ij)#u+ty). 
Suppose first that ug and 1~~~1 tend uniformly to zero for large 151 and 
that u tends uniformly to u*(v). Then, from (2.6) uyY tends uniformly to 
u’:(y). It follows that uk are solutions of (0.4). 
Now let E = u+(y) - ~(4, y) B 0. If the convergence of u to u + were non- 
uniform there would exist 6 > 0 and a sequence (lk, yk) with tk -+ + cc 
such that E(?&, yk) > 6. Let j be a limit point of {yk}. From Lemma 2.4, uy 
is uniformly bounded and so, &(lk, jj) > 6/2 for sufficiently large k. This 
yields a contradiction. 
The uniform decay of ut; and Iugt;l is proved in a similar manner and we 
omit the details. 1 
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Proof of Proposition 2.10. We assume that the proposition is false and 
obtain a contradiction. With this assumption we make the following claim: 
there exist two solutions u’(& y) of (2.12) i = 1, 2, such that u1 satisfies 
(2.12) with ui=u,,, uj=u,, and u2 satisfies (2.12) with ui = u,, 
Moreover, these solutions exist at the same value of 0. 
uj=ul. 
We first assume that the claim is valid and derive a contradiction. To 
this end, consider the functional Q-,(u) 
where F(u) =flu) and F(0) = 0. We will show that 
Qo(u~) < Qo(uiL i=O, 1. (2.13) 
Assume (2.13) holds for the moment. Let u = ui, i = 1 or 2 and define 
A simple computation shows that 
(2.14) 
and so, J,, converges to limits at 5 = ) co. By Lemma 2.11, uy tends to zero 
in L*[O, L] for large 151, and so 
sgn(Qo(uJ) = w( -0) 
sgn(Qoh) - QobO = sgn( -WY 
where the first (resp. second) equation is obtained by integrating (2.14) 
over the real line. From (2.13) it can be seen that these equations are 
inconsistent for all real 8. 
We now prove (2.13). To this end consider the equation 
0, = uyy +f(u) 
u( t, 0) = u( t, L) = 0. 
(O<y<L, t>o) 
Let Q(t) = Qo(u(t, y)) where Q, is as above. Then 
Q’(t) = f” u:(t, v) 4 > 0 
0 
(2.15) 
if u is not an equilibrium. Note that the equilibria of (2.15) are u,, 
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i = 0, a, 1. It is known that there exist bounded solutions u1 and u2 defined 
for all t E R’ such that 
lim u,=u,, lim O,=uO 
I--r--o0 I--t +m 
lim u2 = u,, lim v2=u, 
t--m I- +a 
(see Smoller [ 17, Lemma 24.121). Let Qi(t) = Q,(vJz, y)). It easily follows 
that 
This establishes (2.13). 
We finally prove the claim made at the beginning of the proof. Since we 
are assuming that the proposition is false there exists (TV, hk) -+ (0,O) such 
that S(N) n dB,(r,) # 0 when h = hk. Let ( Uk, Wk) be a solution in S(N) 
which hits such a point. Let B, be a ball of fixed &-radius p about ( UO, 0) 
and parametrize (Uk, Wk) so that ( Uk, Wk)(0) E a&,; (it follows from 
previous remarks that any nonconstant solution in S(N) connects ( UO, 0) 
to (U,, 0)). Let lk be the smallest 5 > 0 such that ( Uk, W”)(t) E alI,( 
We remark that by Lemma 2.3 and the remark after Lemma 2,4, 
piecewise linear interpolants of Uk, Wk converge to limits 24, w respectively, 
with ug = w. Thus we need only show that u satisfies (2.12) with ui = u0 and 
u* = 24,. 
To this end, consider the function 
Pk(5) = II Uk(5)l12 + II Wk(S)l12. 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.3 that (some subsequence of) pk(r) 
converges uniformly to a continuous limit, namely 
Moreover, Pk(O) = p2 for all k, so that p,(O) =p2. Thus ~(5, y) is a non- 
constant solution of (2.2) which is monotone in 5. Since ~(0, y) is near 
zero, it follows from Lemma 2.13 that u tends to u. as 5 -+ - co. 
We now show that u approaches u,(y) as t --, + co. To this end we first 
show that & + + cc for large k. If this were not the case ck would tend 
to a finite limit F> 0. Let r > 0 be fixed. For sufficiently large k 
(uk, W%REB,( ) d r , an so, by an argument similar to that of the previous 
paragraph 
joL (u(E Y) - u,(Y))~ & + s,” w(E Y)’ dy < r. 
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Since r was arbitrary it follows that u(c y) = u,(y) and that w(r, y) = 0. 
Note that if w(x, y, t) = w(x - et, y) and z = exp (yt)w, then z is a non- 
negative solution of 
z, = AZ + (f’(u) + y)z. 
Suppose that y is chosen so large that f’(u) + y > 0. Moreover, z(x, y, 0) 
does not vanish identically. It follows from the strong maximum principle 
for parabolic equations that z(x, y, 1) and hence, w, is positive for all x and 
0 < y < L. This yields a contradiction, so that lim tk = + co. 
Now let 5 >O be fixed. For sufficiently large k { < tk, and as Uk is 
monotone in 5, it follows that Uk(t) is uniformly bounded away from U’ 
as k + co. Thus ~(5, y) is uniformly bounded away from u,(y) for all 5 > 0. 
From Lemma 2.11 it follows that ~(5, y) tends to u,(y) for large 5. 
A similar argument provides the solution u2 in the statement of the 
claim. 
We finally prove that, given the bound 19*, the assertion in part (b) of 
Proposition (2.10) easily follows from an argument similar to the one used 
in the proof of Lemma 2.3, since it can be assumed (by passing to a 
suitable subsequence) that 19~ converges to a limit 8. We omit the 
details. 1 
E. Bounds on the Wave Velocity 
In order to define the connection index it will be necessary to determine 
h-independent bounds for 8. 
LEMMA 2.12. There exists 0* > 8 such that S(M) = {(U,,, 0), (U,, 0)) 
when (01 > 8* for all sufficiently small h. 
Proof: We obtain 6>0 such that there exist no solutions of the con- 
tinuous problem (0.5), (0.3) whenever l0]> 6 In view of part (b) of 
Proposition 2.10 it suffices to choose 8* > 0. 
Let (u, 0) be a solution of (0.5), (0.3). We shall need bounds of 
derivatives of u up to fourth order which are independent of 8. Since the 
bounds in Lemma 2.3 depend on 8, a different argument must be provided. 
To this end, we view u(x, y, t) = u(x - et, y) as a solution of the parabolic 
equation (0.1); since ti, = uY and fix = ug, it suffices to obtain 0 - indepen- 
dent bounds on the derivatives of ii. Let D be a bounded subdomain of S, 
and let Qi= D x [ti, T], i=O, 1,2, where 0= to< t, < t2< T are fixed. It 
follows from the interior Schauder estimates that 
I4 l+an,<~tI~Io,no+ Ift~)lcw,) 
I4 2+a,R*<Wlf(fi)la,R, + lfilw,) 
<NIf(fi)lo,n,+ l4O,c2J’ 
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where K is a generic constant which is independent of U. Since u = 0 on 
8S, it follows from the Schauder boundary estimates that K is also 
independent of the distance of D from JS,, and so, these estimates remain 
valid if D coincides with a portion of dS,. Estimates on higher derivatives 
are obtained in a similar manner. Finally, since D was arbitrary, the 
estimates hold on all of S,. Thus the derivatives of li, and hence, of u are 
uniformly bounded independently of 8. (In fact, since ti, = 8u,, the iJ- 
derivatives of u decay as If? + co). 
We now introduce a change of dependent variables in (0.5), namely 
w -+ y, where 
Y(5, v) = wg = -ew - cu, +f(u)l. 
It follows that (0.5) is equivalent to 
Ye = -b + myvy + Ue”y”.” +f(u)., +f’(u)(y + U.“.,, +f(u))l. 
(2.16) 
Since y = wy = us<, it follows from the previous paragraph that y and yV-V 
are bounded independently of 8. Thus the entire term in square brackets in 
(2.16) remains uniformly bounded as 101 -+ co. Let [ = - 8 -‘t and define 
another change of variables 
4i,Y)=+KY) 
&i, Y) = Y( -K Y). 
Then (u, 6) is uniformly bounded for all 8 and satisfies 
vy = v, +f(v) + &i, Y) 
6, = 826 + m, Y), 
(2.17) 
where b(c, y) is the term in square brackets in (2.16) with (0,6) substituted 
in for (u, y). Thus b is uniformly bounded independently of 8. From the 
second equation in (2.17) it easily follows that 161 d sup lb//t?’ for all (c, u). 
We first assume that 060. If u solves (2.2), (0.3) then u must be 
uniformly near zero for 5 sufficiently negative, say for [<to. Thus u is 
uniformly near zero for co = - 13&, < 0. Let p E (0, a) and choose lo so that 
0 d v(&,, y) < p for all y. Choose -8 > 0 so large that j”(p) + S(<, y) < 0 for 
0 < 8_ and all ([, y). We now view the first equation in (2.17) as an initial 
value problem for v with initial data prescribed at [ = co where 6 is regar- 
ded as a given function of (i, y). It follows from the maximum principle for 
the heat equation that ~(5, v) < p for all [ > co; this contradicts (0.3). More 
precisely, the lemma is valid when 8 d 8 ~ where 
-e- > supI 
J-- --f(p)’ 
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If 8&O then for 5 sufficiently positive, say 5 2 to, ~(5, y) is near ul(y) 
and so for 5 = {,, = -et,, < 0, u([,,, y) will be near ul(y). 
Now consider the equation 
uy = uyy +.f(u). (2.18) 
It is well known (see Smoller and Wasserman [18]) that ul(y) is a stable 
equilibrium of (2.18). Let W be a positively invariant, attractor block for 
u,(y), say in L’[O, L]. It follows that for sufficiently large 8, say 8 > 13+, W 
is also positively invariant for the first equation in (2.17), and a contradic- 
tion is obtained as before. (We shall not provide explicit estimates for 0+ ; 
however, it appears that this would not be difficult, since precise infor- 
mation about the spectrum of the linearization of (0.4) about ul(y) is 
available; see [ 181.) 
Finally, we choose 6 > max (0 _ ,8 + ). 1 
F. The Connection Index 
It is now possible to define the connection index (see the Appendix). To 
this end augment (2.1) with the additional equation, 8’ = 0. The augmented 
system now generates a flow on R2Np ‘. Let Xi = ( Ui, 0), i = 0, 1 and define 
S=S(NX c-e*, e*]) 
so= (x0) x c-e*, e*] (2.19) 
s,={x,)x[:-e*,e*-~. 
It follows from Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.12 that (S, S,, S,) deter- 
mines a connection triple. Thus the connection index, /$S, S,, S,) is well 
defined for all sufficiently small h > 0. 
3. COMPUTATION OF THE CONNECTION INDEX 
We now exploit the homotopy invariance of h by deforming (2.1) to a 
simpler set of equations. The main part of the homotopy consists of defor- 
ming the boundary conditions from the Dirichlet problem to the Neumann 
problem (see Section OC, Theorem 0.3). To this end we shall locate an 
isolating neighborhood JV~, 0 < J 6 1, where 1 is the homotopy parameter, 
analogous to the region J1’ constructed in Section 2. The information 
essential to this construction is provided by Theorem 0.3, namely, the mul- 
tiplicity and spectra of solutions of the boundary value problems (0.8),. 
We remark that each of these boundary value problems (0.8), are of the 
form (l.l), where a= a(A). Since a(n), L(I) and a(n) are uniformly boun- 
ded, we can apply the results of Section 1 to each boundary value problem 
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to obtain exact information about the multiplicity and spectra of the 
solutions of the approximate equations (1.3). In particular, Lemma 1.4 
holds for h 6 h,, for all il E [0, 11, where h,, is uniform in A. The details of 
the proof of Theorem 0.3 are not important here, and are provided in a 
separate paper (see [lo]). 
A. A Homotopy of the equations 
We first describe the deformation of the equations (2.1). 
The continuous equations take the form 
u, = w (O<Y <LA) 
w,: = -b - cu,, +f&41 (3.1 )A 
lo(L)(“(o), u.v(o)) = ra(l)(“(LJ.)9 u.v(L?.)) =OY 
or equivalently, 
Au + 824, +f,&) = 0 (3-2a)j. 
1a(i)(u(o)2 USA) = ru(l)(“(Ll.)9 u.v(Li)) =O. Wb)i 
Here I,, ru are as in (l.lb) and a(n), LA, a(2) are as in Theorem 0.3 for 
1~ [O, 11. Thus a(O)=O, L,=L, and a(O)=a; also a(l)= 1, cr(l)~(O, 1) is 
arbitrary, and L1 = L,(a( 1)) is small enough that the Neumann problem 
(0.8), admits only the constant solutions (0, a, 11. 
The approximate equations take the form 
u’=w 
w= -8W- [LPu+squ)], 
(3.3 )n 
where UE RN-‘, &( 17) is the vector field with components fE&ui), 
1 < i6 N - 1, and 9’ is the matrixYh (see Section l.A) with y, = yaCA, (see 
(1.4)). From Lemma 1.1 we see that the mesh parameter h also depends on 
2, where h(l) = O(9JN). Thus for A E [0, l] we must choose N so large 
that h(l) is uniformly small. 
The equations (3.3), are equivalent to the second order system 
v”+eV+~“U+~j.(U)=O. (3.4);. 
B. An Isolating Neighborhood for (3.3), 
An isolating region J, analogous to the region JV” of Section 2 will now 
be constructed for (3.3),, 1~ [0, 11. More precisely, the family {MA} will 
have the following properties: (i) N0 = Jf, and (ii) if S*,, = S,(Jv;), where 
S,(J$) is the maximal invariant set in NY relative to the flow induced by 
(3.3),, then SA,, = Sn,i for Iy - 11 sufficiently small. This ensures that the 
connection index hA is well defined and independent of 1 for 0 d A < 1. 
505161:3-6 
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The construction is similar to that of Jf in Section 2. Let Uf, i = 0, a, 1, 
be the three solutions of (0.8),, so that (Uf, 0) are the rest points of (3.3),. 
Define 
here, U& are the components of Ut. Let B, be a small neighborhood about 
(Uf, 0); the region JV” is then 
JV’=JV$JB;UB;\B~. (3.5) 
The details of the proof that N” is an isolating region for sufficiently 
small h and A> 0 are virtually identical to the case ,l = 0 with the exception 
of a few minor points which we now describe. More precisely, the proof of 
Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 2.10 must be modified slightly to accomodate 
the more general boundary conditions. 
With regard to Lemma 2.3 it must be shown that the convergence results 
established there with ,? = 0 hold for all I E [0, 11. The main point is that 
the boundary conditions are always coercive; i.e., the boundary terms in 
the weak formulation of (3.2) always have the “correct” sign. Thus the 
compactness result, Lemma 2.2, follows in exactly the same manner as 
before. This yields a convergent subsequence of the piecewise linear inter- 
polants uh(<, y) of Uh(<), where (U”, Wh)(5) is a solution in S(Ni). Here, 
we define 
uo = Y,(n)ul3 UN = YU(I)UN- 1. 
It also follows as before that the limit, U, is a weak (H:,,) solution of 
AZ.4 +eug +f(u) = 0. 
The main job is to show that u satisfies the boundary conditions. To this 
end, we note that for any compact Kc s, , u lies in H’(K) since our sub- 
sequence can be taken to be weakly convergent in H’(K). Also, by the 
remark following Lemma 2.4, we have that the interpolants w’ of Wh con- 
verge weakly in H’(K) to a limit w, where w = U. Thus ug, ucr, uCy E L’(K). 
It follows from the differential equation that u,, E L2(K), and so, the limit 
actually lies in H2(K). Thus the traces of both u and uy are well defined on 
as, and lie in Hf,/f (as,) and H:Lz(%,), respectively. Moreover, the trace 
of U* converges weakly in H:Lf(aS,) to the trace of U. 
We finally show that the trace of U; converges weakly in ZY:,/,Z(&S,) to uY. 
A simple computation shows that for a > 0. 
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(Note that although U” $ H*, U; still has a well-defined trace.) Thus U: con- 
verges weakly to f (1 - a) ~~(5, O)/ a, and therefore u satisfies the boundary 
conditions. 
It is now possible tc apply the boundary estimates of Agmon, Douglis, 
and Nirenberg [ 1, Theorem 15.21 to obtain bounds on derivatives of 
arbitrary order. 
The proof of Proposition 2.10 employed the results of Smoller [17] for 
the equation 2.15 to obtain estimates (2.13) on the functional QO(ui), where 
ui is a solution (0.4). The main facts required in Smoller’s proof concern the 
exact multiplicity and spectral properties of solutions of (0.4). This is 
precisely the information provided by Theorem 0.3 for all boundary value 
problems in the homotopy, namely in each A, there exist exactly three 
solutions ui, i=O, LX, 1, of (8); Moreover, u0 and u1 always have negative 
spectra, while U, has exactly one positive eigenvalue. Smoller’s proof 
therefore applies to all boundary value problems appearing in the 
homotopy and Proposition 2.12 is valid for all L E [0, 11; the details will be 
omitted. 
We summarize this in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A’“’ be defined as in (3.5). Then for all in [0, l] there 
exist h(A) and 0* such that Ma is an isolating neighborhoodfor (3.3), for all 
101 6 0* where f3* is independent of A, and for all h < h(A) (see 3.A). Zf 
S(A’“)\%? # 4 for a sequence (B(h), h) with h -+ 0, a subsequence of the 
approximate solutions converge to a classical solution of (3.2)). for some 
(81 <e*. 
Now append the equation 0’ = 0 to (3.3),, and let 
sks(~-~~ [-e*,e*]) 
s;= {(u;, 0)) x c-e*, e*], i=o, 1. 
Then (S’, Si, Sf) is a connection triple and hA = h(S*, Si, Si) is well defined 
for h<h(A) and O<A< 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. (a) There exists h, >O such that h(l) > h, for all 
1~ [0, 11. (b) For h<h,,&=h,. 
The proof of (a) follows in a manner similar to the proof of the unifor- 
mity of the parameters of JV” relative to 8, and we omit the details. Part (b) 
immediately follows from (a) and the continuation property of the connec- 
tion index. 
C. Decoupling (3.3), 
At 1= 1, L, can be chosen arbitrarily small. We now show that if L, is 
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small enough then U, = u2 = . . * = uN- I along solutions in S(JV’) for all 
sufficiently small h. After a change of variables, we will see that most of the 
components of (3.3), decouple from one another. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists (r > 0 such that for all L, < IJ and for all suf- 
ficiently small h, the components of solutions (U, W) in S(Jlr’) are equal, i.e., 
ul=uiandw,=wifor ldi<N-1. 
Proof. Let g(5) = - U9’Uh; it is easily verified that 
N-2 
g(t)= ,Tl (Ui+1(5)-Ui(t))2/h’ 
We will show that if L, is sufficiently small, then g(t) = 0 for all 5, where 
(U(t), W(5)) is a solution in S(M’). 
To this end, we show that g satisfies a certain differential inequality. First 
note that since ~2’~ is symmetric, 
g5 = -2U,Y’Uh 
gt;,= -2U#U,h-2U,#Uh. 




where p( <) = - U, Yi U, h is nonnegative. 
Let the spectrum of L’ be p,(h)>pI(h)3 .*. a~~-~(h). If 1 is the vec- 
tor whose entries all equal 1, then L’l = 0, so that p,(h) = 0 and p,(h) < 0. 
Let O=~O>~L> ... be the spectrum of d2/dy2 on [0, L,] with 
homogeneous Neumann conditions. Then pi = -x2/L:, and by 
Lemma 1.2, p,(h) -+ p1 as h + 0. 
We claim that 
II~‘ull* 2 -p,(h) g(5). (3.7) 
Since 9” is symmetric there is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of dR,, 
say Ui, 0 < id N - 2. Then if U = CyzPO* ciUi, it follows that 
N-2 N-2 
IWIUIIz= C p:(h)c:a -pl(h) 1 -IV:= -pl(h)g(S). 
i=l i=l 
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We now consider the last term in g,,. In particular 
(3.8) 
where K depends only on If;(u)l, 0~~6 1. 
Using (3.7) and (3.8) in (3.6) we obtain the desired differential 
inequality, namely 
gt< - 2’&, + %ul(h) + K) g 2 2~(5) 2 0. (3.9) 
If (U(5h W(5)) is in S(.N’ ), then the solution connects (VA, 0) at 5 = - CC 
to (Ut , 0) at 5 = + cc. However, the components of Uj are all equal to i, 
for i = 0, 1. Thus g( + cc ) = 0. Suppose that L, is so small that 
- 7t*/L: + K < 0. Then if g is not identically zero, g must have a positive 
maximum at some point; this contradicts (3.9). Thus g = 0, and uI = ui, 
2 6 i < N- 1. Since the components of U are equal, it follows that 
Z1 U(t) = 0 for all 5, and since g,, is identically zero, we have that 
- WLZ” W= U&t” U, = 0 for all 5. Thus the components of W are equal to 
each other. 1 
We now introduce a change of variables (u,, wi) + (y,, S,), for 
2 < i < N - 1. In particular, let 
yi=Ui-Uj-ly si=wi-wj-,, 26i<N--1. 




a;= -062- [(-2y,+y,)h-*+flu,+~,)-f(u,)l 
Y; = 6, (3.10) 
8; = -‘% - Cb2 - 3, + ~4) h-2 +f(ul + ~2 + ~3) -Au, + ~211 
. 
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If y (resp. 6) is the vector with components yi (resp. S,), (3.10) can be 
expressed as 
u;= WI, y’=6 
w; = -ew, - [ylh-*+f(U1)], 6’= -m- [L,,y+K(y)y], 
(3.11) 
where YD is the (N- 2) x (N- 2) matrix 
-2 1 
q+-* l [‘-I \ \ 0 1 0 1 -2 
and K(u,, y) is the diagonal matrix with entries 
=f( Ul+ 1 Yi J-1), 
i= 1 
Note that K is uniformly bounded along solutions in S(JV’ ) and that 5~‘~ 
approximates d2/dy2 on [0, L,] with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. 
We shall need an isolating neighborhood for (3.11). If 
4u w= (Ul, wl, y, 6), then rc is a diffeomorphism of R2N-2 onto itself. 
Thus if J@ = rc(~V’), then k is an isolating neighborhood for (3.11) and 
(@‘)> +%h w:)) = 6, so, 31) is a connection triple for (3.11); 
moreover, 
h(S’, s;, s:, = h(S, so, $). 
Suppose that L, < 0, so that by Lemma 3.2, y(t) E S(r) r0 along 
solutions in S(a). Let (U1, W, , 0,O) E fi and define 
Since J@ is an isolating neighborhood it follows that for each point 
(Cl 3 *I, (40) E WV, P(fjl, W1) contains a neighborhood p of the origin in 
the (y, 6)-plane, and as S(J) is compact p can be chosen uniformly for all 
(z-q, w,,o, O)ES(J). 
We define another isolating region for (3.11). Let 
A,={(u,,w,);-&~U~~1+&,O~W~~D} 
and let Bj be a small neighborhood of (i, 0), i = 0, a, 1. Define 
A=A,uB,uB,\B,; 
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if D is sufficiently large, then A is an isolating region for 
u;=w*, w; = -ew, -f(q) (3.12) 
for all 8 (see [4]). Let .Af* = A x p. By Lemma 3.2, N* isolates the same 
invariant set as & with respect to the equations (3.11). It follows that the 
connection triple obtained from M* is precisely (3, &,, sl), and so 
h($ &, 3,) can be computed using either J? or .M*, since h depends only 
on the connection triple. 
Next, consider the homotopy of (3.1 l), 
u;=w,, y’=6 
w; = -ew, - [Ey,h-2 +f(q)], 6’= -.dG-- [L,y+dqu,, y)y], 
(3.13), 
where 1 > E 2 0. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that L, is as in Lemma 3.3. Then for sufficiently 
small h, JV * is an isolating neighborhood for (3.13), for each E E [0, 1 ] and 
y(t) = S(t) = 0 along all solutions in S(N*). 
Proof: The matrix 5YD approximates the operator Z= d2/dy2 on 
[O, L,] with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. Let v2(h) > 
v,(h)> ... BV NP ,(h) be the spectrum of YD, and v2 > v3 > *. . be the spec- 
trum of 9. By Lemma 1.2, v2(h) approaches v2 = --z2/L: as h + 0; thus the 
spectrum of 9, is of order L;*. 
Now let (ul, wl, y, S)(5) E S(Jlr*) and define g(5) = l/y(t)ll 2. It follows 
that 
Since the components of &K(y) are uniformly bounded for solutions in 
S(Jr/-*) we have that 12~. EK(u~, y)yl <&Kg for some constant K> 0. It also 
follows that -y * LDy > Iv2(h)l -‘g; this is verified by expanding y in the 
(orthonormal) eigenvectors of -rP,. Thus 
gep- +dgt + (v,(h)-uY)g>2yi;* y,h 20. (3.14) 
For L1 < 0 and E E [0, 1) the coefficient of g in (3.14) is negative. 
We claim that g(tJ) = 0 for all 5. Clearly, g(5) k 0 for all t. Suppose that 
g’(&,) = 0 at some to. If g(5,) > 0 then, as L, < (r it follows from (3.14) that 
gcc(rO) > 0 so that g has a strict local minimum at t,,. Suppose that 
g(<,) =O. Then if yr(to) = S(&,) #O it again follows that gct;(&,) > 0. If 
S(&) = 0, then y(t) - S(5) - 0 for all 5, since y = 6 = 0 is an invariant 
manifold of (3.12),. Thus, if g( 0 does not vanish for all 5 then g has 
exactly one critical point which must be a strict local minimum. In the lat- 
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ter case g tends to positive limits g, as {- &co. Let (u,,w~,Y,~)~(~) be 
solutions in the a- and o-limit sets of (ul, wl, y, S)(t). These solutions lie in 
S(Jlr*) and, in particular, they lie on the spheres llyl12 = g, . Thus 
g*(t)= lly’(5)11* is constant for all 5. However, (3.14) would then imply 
that g& > 0 for all 5, which is impossible. Thus g + =g- =O. Since g cannot 
have a local maximum it must be that g(5) = 0 for all 5. Thus the (ur , w1 )- 
components of solutions of (3.13), are solutions of (3.12). Since (0,O) is an 
interior point of p and A is an isolating neighborhood for (3.12) it follows 
that A+* is an isolating neighborhood (3.13), for each E E [0, 11. 1 
D. Proof of Theorem 0.1 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 0.1. It follows from 
Lemma 3.4 that A”* contains exactly two critical points of (3.13), for each 
EE [0, 11, namely (i, O,O, 0), i=O, 1. Let 
s*=s(Jv*x [-e*,e*]) (relative to (3.13),) 
s,*= { (0, 0, 0, O)} x [ -e*, e*] (3.15) 
ST= {(I, o,o, 0)) x c-e*, e*]. 
Then (S*, St, Sf) is a connection triple for (3.13), and S* lies in 
A x { (0, 0)} for each E. Thus S* is independent of E and /$S*, S,*, ST) is the 
same for each of the flows (3.13),. 
We have finally continued the flow (2.1) in M to 
u;=w,, y’= 6 
W; = -ew, -m,h S’= -L,y 
(3.16) 
in Jlr*, i.e., the connection h index of the triple (2.18) for (2.1) equals the 
index h of (3.15) for the flow (3.16) for all sufficiently small h. 
Note that (y, 6) is completely decoupled from (ui , w1 ) in (3.16) and that 
the (y, b)-equations are linear with a saddle point at the origin; the latter 
remark easily follows from the fact that the spectrum of - ZD is positive. In 
fact, the saddle point has (N- 2) positive and (N - 2) negative eigenvalues. 
Now let 
S=S(A x c-e*, e*l) (relative to (3.12)) 
so= ((o,o)} x c-e*, e*] 
s1 = {(I, o)} x c-e*, e*]. 
Then (s, sO, sr) is a connection triple for (3.12), and the index h of (s, sO, sI) 
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is 0, i.e., the homotopy type of a pointed point; the details of this com- 
putation can be found in Refs. [S], [6] and will be omitted here. 
It follows that h(S, So, S,) for the equations (2. I ) is 0 A CN ~ 2 = 0, where 
CN- * is a pointed N- 2 sphere and “ A ” is the smash product. 
It can now be shown that S 3 S,u S,. It must be shown that 
&S, S,, S,) = 0 is “nontrivial” in the sense of Theorem A. 1 (see the Appen- 
dix). To this end, note that the (Conley) indices of s0 and s, with respect o 
(3.12) are each equal to C’, and so h(Sz)=h(ST)=C’ A ZNp2=CN--‘. 
Since S,* and S: continue as isolated invariant sets throughout the 
homotopy, it follows that h(S() = CNp ‘, i = 0, 1, where Si is the critical 
point ( Ui, 0) of (2.1). Thus 
h(S, so, S,)=O#(C’ A h(S,))Vh(S,)=XN v zN-‘, 
so that by heorem A.1, S(N) contains a nonconstant solution for some 
Bh E (-8*, 0*) for all sufficiently small h. By Proposition 2.10 it follows 
that some subsequence converges to a solution u of (OS), (0.3). 
Since the W-components of the approximate solutions are positive it 
follows that ug >O in the entire strip S,. We finally show that uc > 0 
everywhere. If u’= u;, let Z(X, y, t) = - r”w(x - Nt, y). Then z is nonpositive 
and satisfies the equation 
AZ-Z, = (f’(u) + y)z. 
Choose y so that f’(u) + y < 0. Then dz - z, > 0; if z were equal to zero at 
an interior point then it would follow from the strong maximum principle 
for the heat equation that z E 0. This contradicts (0.3). Thus ~~(5, y) > 0 for 
all i” and for O<y<L. 1 
4. ESTIMATES ON THE WAVE VELOCITY (PROOF OF THEOREM 0.2) 
We conclude with a few simple estimates for the wave velocity 0. To this 
end it will be convenient to rescale y to j and work on a fixed j interval, 
0 < j < Lo, where L, is as in Theorem 0.1. Thus let y = D - 'j, where 
D = Lo/L, and define fi(t, j) = ~(4, Dj). Dropping the bar, we see that (0.5) 
is equivalent to 
The limiting states u,, and U, are solutions of 
(4.1) 
0 = D2u.,,. +f(u) 
u(0) = u(L,) = 0. (4.2) 
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The multiplicity results in [18] can then be stated as follows 
I 
1 solution if D > 1 
(4.2) has 2 solutions if D = 1 
3 solutions if D < 1. 
W) 
It is easily seen that solutions of (4.2) can be characterized as critical 
points of the functional 
QD(u, = joLo [ - D2u;/2 + F(u)] dy 
on the space Hh(O, L,). Now suppose that ~(5, y) is the connecting solution 
of (4.1) and define JD(c) = j 0”” $/2dy + QD(u([, . )). If (4.1) is multiplied by 
us and integrated with respect to y, we obtain 
G(5) = -0 joLo u&t, y)*dy, 
and so, 
J,(A)-J&A)= -0 jA j%;dtdy. 
-A 0 
From Lemma 2.13, it follows that ug tends to zero uniformly as 151 + + co. 
Thus 
w(QDh I- QD(uo)) = w( -Q, 
and since u0 = 0, it follows that sgn(8) = sgn( - Q(u,)). 
We can provide estimates for Q&U,) in two different regimes. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that D = 1 -E. Then for E small and positive, 
Q,(u,) < 0 and so, 8 > 0. 
Proof. QD(u) is a continuous functional for (D, u) E R + x $,(O, Lo). Let 
ii be the second, nonzero solution of (4.2) when D = 1. We claim that 
Qi(ti) < 0. Assuming this for the moment, the lemma easily follows. In par- 
ticular, for D = 1 -E with E > 0, there are two branches of solutions U, and 
u1 of (4.2) which are continuous HA(O,. Lo) valued functions of D. Since U, 
and u1 coalesce to ii as E + 0 it follows that Q,(u,) + Q,(G) as D + 1 -, so 
that for sufficiently small E, QD(ul ) < 0. 
We now show that Q,(i) ~0. To this end, consider the parabolic 
equation 
u, = D’u, +f(u) 
u(0, t) = u(L,, t) = 0. 
(4.3) 
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If u(v, t) is a solution of (4.3) then it is easily checked that 
(4.4) 
so that QD is a Liapunov function for the semiflow generated by (4.3) say 
on the space HA(O, L,). From general considerations it follows that all 
bounded solutions of (4.3) tend to critical points of QD, i.e., solutions of 
(4.2), as t + + co. 
It is easily shown that the zero solution u,=O of (4.2) is a strict local 
maximum of Q, for all D > 0. In particular, the second variation of Q, at 
UO 
is negative definite since f’(0) --c 0. Thus, given 6 > 0 there exists a 
neighborhood K, about u = 0 in Hh such that QD(u) = -S for all u E cYK, 
and -6 < Q,(U) < 0 for all u in Ko. 
If Q,(E) 30 then there exists E > 0 such that Q,(g) > -a/2 for 
1 <D < 1 + E. We now use U as initial data for (4.3) with D = 1 + E; let the 
solution be denoted by U(y, t). It follows from the maximum principle that 
0 6 u d 1 is a positively invariant region for (4.3), and since 0 < U(y) < 1, 
U(y, t) remains bounded for all t > 0, and so, U(y, t) tends to a solution of 
(4.2) as t -+ + co. However, the only solution of (4.2) for D > 1 is u = 0, and 
since Q,(G) 2 - 6/2, Q,(aK,) < -6, Q, must decrease at some point along 
u(y, t). This contradicts (4.4). 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that 0 < D $1; then Q,,(u, ) > 0 and 8 < 0. 
Proof: The solution ui is positive with a (unique) maximum at y = Lo/2 
so that ti,(L,/2) = 0. Let p = u,(L,/2); it is easily seen that p -+ 1 as D + 0 
(this follows from the results in [ 183). 
Since 0 < CI < 4 it follows that there exists a unique y E (a, 1) such that 
F(y) = 0. Also, F(U) is negative (resp. positive and monotone increasing) for 
UE (0, y) (resp. UE (y, 1)). Select p E (y, 1) such that 
2F(U)-F(l)>p>O (4.5) 
for all u E @, 1 ] and for some p > 0. For D sufficiently small, p E (@, 1). 
If u is any solution of (4.2) it is easily seen that 
+F(u)=C. 
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If u = w1 we can take C = F(p), and so 
=F(p)-F(u,). (4.6) 
Now let YE (0, L,/2) be such that u,(j) =p; it follows that u,(L,-j)=p 
also. For 0 d y < j and Lo-j d y < L, there exists a positive H such that 
this follows from previous remarks about the sign and monotonicity of F 
on (0, y) and (y, 1). From (4.6) we see that 
It follows that j <J~D/,/%. 
We can now estimate QD( u1 ) for small D. First express QD(u, ) as 
From (4.6) we see that the integrands of I, and I, are uniformly bounded 
as D -+O, and since j=Lo(D), we have that lZ,j + II21 = O(D) as D-to. 
From (4.6) we have that 
5 
La-i’ 
I, = (WU,(Y)) -F(P)) dy. 
v 
If D is sufficiently near zero then p will lie close enough to unity so that by 
(4.5), 
for all u E l-j, p]. Thus the integrand of I, is uniformly positive for 
j<y<L,-j, and as j +O as D + 0 it follows that QD(u,) >O for suf- 
ficiently small D. m 
It is plausible that the wave velocity 8 is bounded from below by the 
wave speed I!? of the travelling wave solution of the bistable diffusion 
equation in one space variable, and that as D -+ 0, 0 tends to 0. We will not 
pursue these questions further. 
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APPENDIX 
A. The Conley Index 
Consider a local flow on R” generated by the differential equations 
$f(X). (A.1 1 
If N is a compact neighborhood in R”, let S(N) denote the points on 
solution curves which remain in N for all 5. N is called an isolating 
neighborhood and S(N) is called an isolated invariant set provided that 
S(N)ndN=qi 
A homotopy invariant associated with isolated invariant sets S = S(N) 
can be defined as follows. Suppose that N2 is a closed subset of N such that 
(i) N’ is positively invariant relative to N; 
(ii) S(N) c wN2; 
(iii) any solution of (A.l) with initial data in N and which leaves N 
for some 4 > 0 hits a point in NZ. 
If S = S(N) is isolated then an N, with these properties exists; (N, N*) is 
called an index pair. The Conley index of S is defined to be [N/N’], i.e., the 
homotopy type of the space obtained by collapsing N, to a point. It can be 
shown that if S is isolated, index pairs exist and that the index depends 
only on S; [N/N*] is therefore denoted by h(S). Moreover, h(S) is 
invariant under homotopies of the flow which preserve the isolation 
property. The proofs of these remarks can be found in Conley’s monograph 
c41. 
The following facts are also discussed in [4]: 
1. If S = 4 then h(S) is the homotopy type of a pointed point; we 
denote this homotopy type by 8. 
2. If S is a hyperbolic critical point with k positive eigenvalues then 
h(S) = L”, i.e., a pointed k-sphere. 
3. If S, and S, are disjoint isolated invariant sets then S, u S, is 
isolated, and h(S1 u S,) = h(S,) v h(S,), i.e., the space obtained by gluing 
h(S,) and h(S,) together at their distinguished point. 
4. If Si is an isolated invariant set for ii =fi(xi), i = 1,2, then S, x S, is 
an isolated invariant set for the product system, (x,, x2) = (f,(x,),f2(x2)), 
and h(S, x S,) = h(S,) A h(S,), where “A” is the smash product. 
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B. The Connection Index 
Suppose that there is given a parametrized system 
$ =f(x, 0 (A.2) 
where x E Iw” and 8, < 19 < 8,. If (A.2) is augmented with the additional 
equation d0/d[ = 0, the equations generate a flow on Y = [w” x [0,, /3,] for 
which each slice 8 = constant is invariant. If S is a subset of Y, let S, 
denote the points in S whose last coordinate equals 0. 
A homotopy invariant for the augmented equations is defined as follows. 
Suppose that S, So and S’ are subsets of Y with the following properties: 
(i) So, Si, and Si are isolated invariant sets with respect to (A.2) 
for each IKE [e,, 19,]; 
(ii) S”u S’ c S; 
(iii) Si u Si = S, when 0 = tii, i = 0, 1. 
Then (S, So, S’) is called a connection triple. The connection index, 
denoted by h(S, So, S’) can then be defined; h depends only on the connec- 
tion triple and it is invariant under suitable homotopies (see [IS]). The con- 
struction of h entails modifying the 0 equation near Si,, i, j = 0, 1. We shall 
not describe the details here except to mention that the modified equations 
admit an isolating neighborhood fi for the flow on the augmented space Y. 
The connection index h is then defined to be the Conley index h(S(N)), 
where S(a) is with respect to the augmented, modified flow. 
Roughly speaking, h can be understood as follows. If (fi, fi’) is an index 
pair then for 8,<0<8, (A,, fii) is an index pair for SO. At 8=0,, i=O, 1, 
fii also consists of points in the “unstable manifold” of S!& i = 0, 1, which, 
by (iii), lie in the exit set. Thus h measures a change in the manner in which 
the unstable manifold of So leaves fi at 8 = B. and 8 = 8,. (The 
modifications in the 0 equation mentioned earlier are such as to make this 
picture correct.) If the index is “nontrivial” in a sense to be made precise 
below, the unstable manifold sweeps across S’ as 0 varies from 8, to 8,) 
and so, at some 0* E (e,, d,) there is a connection from S& to S&. 
The following theorem is proved in [6]. 
THEOREM A.l. Suppose that h(S, So, S’) # (h(S’) A Z’) v h(S’). Then 
sgsOus? 
If the flow in S happens to admit a Liapunov function, Theorem A.1 
provides a solution running from So to S’ at some 0* E (Q,, 0, ). 
The “standard” example appearing at the end of the homotopy in Sec- 
tion 3 is discussed in detail in several references (see [S, 6, 91). 
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